Mobility pioneer Michael Flowers developed technology to solve the tipping issue that has plagued all 3-wheel scooters for years. 3-wheel scooters with Active Stabilizer Technology outperform all other 3- and 4-wheel scooters on standardized industry RESNA tests of dynamic lateral stability.*

Active Controls offers Active Stabilizer Kits in 2- and 4-inch wheel sizes. There’s a kit that will fit virtually any scooter. Inquire Today!

U.S. and International Patents Pending

---

**PROBLEM:**
Research indicates over 25,000 people are injured in scooter tip-over accidents every year.*

Turning too quickly or turning on slopes often produces disastrous results for 3-wheel scooter riders.

**SOLUTION:**
Active Stabilizer Wheels for 3-Wheel Scooters

Do you worry about your 3-wheel scooter customers getting hurt by turning too quickly or turning on slopes?

Mobility pioneer Michael Flowers developed technology to solve the tipping issue that has plagued all 3-wheel scooters for years. 3-wheel scooters with Active Stabilizer Technology outperform all other 3- and 4-wheel scooters on standardized industry RESNA tests of dynamic lateral stability.*

Adding Active Stabilizer Technology provides 4-wheel stability.

---

For information on Active Stabilizer Kits, please e-mail info@activecontrols.com or call toll free 1-800-324-1527.
Serious injuries and accidents are a problem for 3-wheel scooters because they are inherently prone to tipping!

Since 1968, when mobility scooters were first introduced as an option to manual wheelchairs and electric powerchairs, users have tipped them over sideways. Research indicates over 25,000 people a year get injured.*

Active Stabilizer Technology is magnetically-centered swivel castor wheels that Rascal® Balance™ scooters have used for 2 years with zero reported injuries!

They are now available as an easy to install kit for many brands of 3-wheel scooters.

“I had a meeting outside the hospital. As I went out, my front wheel went into a hole in the sidewalk and I almost tipped over. Now that I have a scooter with Active Stabilizer Wheels I don’t need to worry about tipping over sideways. The stabilizers are a great invention and should be on all 3-wheel scooters to prevent accidental tip-overs”

- Dr. Thomas Strax

Vice President for Medical Rehabilitation and Medical Director, JFK Johnson Rehabilitation Institute


“Rascal” and “Balance” are registered trademarks of Electric Mobility Corporation.